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Both daughters fight for the attentions of their father. Here is a gentleman [Petruchio] whom by chance I met,
Upon agreement from us to his liking, Will undertake to woo curst Katharine; Yea, and to marry her, if her
dowry please. He then tells Bianca to fetch the other two wives, Bianca and the widow. Her apparent
resentment of society's decree that women are inferior to men further provokes her. Language as a Weapon
Baptista's treatment of Katharina as a puppet subject to his whims provokes her to lash out at the world with
her most powerful weapon, language. Shakespeare uses the difference in personality between Petruchio and
Katherina to create a sense of tension, but also comedy But if he says it is the moon, she adds, then it is the
moon. No, he says, it is the moon. Petruchio then says she lies: It is the sun. Killing With Kindness Using
reverse psychology, Petruchio pampers and coddles Katharina in order to rob her of occasions to complain.
Alliteration Say thou wilt walk, we will bestrew the ground. Hortensio and Lucentio each wish to woo Bianca
and take her as their bride It is as if Bianca is chattel that her father is auctioning off. Themes Gender Bias
Baptista Minola treats his daughters, Bianca and Katharina, like marionettes, expecting them always to do his
bidding. At the end of the play, all of the husbands brag about what they apparently believe is an important
quality in a wife: submissiveness. Kate is seen as a shrew because she is strong willed and unlike most women
of the time. The Quandary of Renaissance Women Katharina is an intelligent, capable young woman who
would probably thrive independently in a challenging career, eventually marrying a man of her choice. At
first, he uses his tongue to praise her rather than scold her. But she meets more than her match in Petruchio,
who also uses language as a weapon. Petruchio then lays down a wager with Lucentio and Hortensio. I find
them extremely interesting, not just because they are the main characters, but because of their contrast,
chemistry and similarity between them. Conflict The main conflict in the story is the battle of the sexes
between sharp-tongued Katharina and sly Petruchio. In competing for the hand of Bianca, Lucentio and
Hortensio also resort to deceit. In his play The Taming of the Shrew, William Shakespeare enforces traditional
gender roles and demonstrates how little say women had in society In twisted parallel roles, they take turns
being demure and hag-like. For example, in the first scene of Act 4, he pretends that the meat his servants
prepared for his and Katharina's supper is burnt, then rejects the entire meal. The highlight of the conclusion
begins when Tranio attempts to bruise Petruchio's ego, saying Katharina controls him. Men were seen as the
superior sex of which had complete control over women and could marry who ever they wanted He hopes to
capitalize on a handsome dowry, as Hortensio points out. His purpose is to make her so hungry that she will
humble herself and beg for food. One may interpret Shakespeare's farcical depiction of courtship and
male-female relationships as his way of criticizing gender bias. This exchange marks Katharina's complete
submission to Petruchio's will. In Shakespeare's time, women were not treated humanely but more like
objects. She returns with them moments later, then lectures them on their duties to their husbands. It may also
be that she was simply born mean. If you look very closely at just one wire in the cage, you cannot see the
other wires. She arrives pronto while the other two women sit chatting in a parlor. In Shakespeare's, "The
Taming of the Shrew" the relationship between the sisters Katherine and Bianca appears to be strained with
rampant jealousy. In The Taming of the Shrew, Lucentio wins Bianca not because of charm or good looks; he
wins her because he outbids other suitors for her and, in so doing, gains her father's approval for the marriage.
Each of these characters has their own motivation behind their actions in this story.


